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Across
1. Pip is a nickname for ____.

4. Estella doesn't think she is capable of _____.

11. In the beginning of the story, Pip runs into a ____.

13. Dickens got his start with a serial publication called the 

____.

14. Pip's grand lifestyle and luxurious living soon causes 

him considerable ___ strain.

15. ____ hit Mrs. Joe on the head causing her injury.

22. Pip realizes the power of money and status, and he ___ 

it.

23. At first, Pip thinks ____ is beautiful and rude.

24. An anonymous benefactor is supplying Pip the money 

to become a ____.

27. Charles Dickens started writing as a ____ writer.

30. Pip takes a ___ with Herbert.

32. Herbert ____ Pip a little bit about being a gentleman.

33. After visiting Miss Havisham and Estella, Pip feels 

very ____.

36. Estella is Molly and Magwitch's ____.

37. Mrs. Joe was seriously ____ because someone hit her 

on the head.

39. Pip feels terrible for ___ Joe.

41. ___, his convict from many years ago, is his benefactor.

42. Pip wants to ___ Estella.

43.  promises to teach Pip everything she knows.

47. Pip wanted to be Joe's ____.

48. If Pip has to change himself to win a woman's love, 

then she is not ____ it.

49. Magwitch's escape is botched by ____ with a band of 

officers

50. Pip learns how to be a gentleman from ____.

Down
2. Pip won't see any of the ____ Magwitch left for him 

because the state would confiscate it.

3. ____ is Jagger's housekeeper.

5. Pip's hands are ____ from trying to save Miss 

Havisham from a fire.

6. ____ is Mr. Jaggers's very efficient and proper clerk.

7. Charles Dickens died at home from a ____.

8. The meeting between Herbert and Abel Magwitch can 

be described as almost ___.

9. Pip moves to ____ to become a gentleman.

10. Charles Dickens was buried in ____ in the heart of 

London.

12. Estella went to ____ to be educated as a lady.

16. Pip likes to teach ___ everything he learns.

17. Charles Dickens married ____.

18. The Victorian era was named after ___.

19. Joe and Biddy name their ___ after Pip.

20. Molly is Magwitch's ____.

21. Pip stays at the  to visit Estella.

25. Mrs. Joe was always on a "____."

26. Pip thinks that Miss Havisham is his ____.

28. The journey from Pip's little country to London took 

about ____ hours.

29. Herbert's girlfriend is ____.

31. Wemmick is actually ___ different men.

34. ____ is old and broken hearted.

35. The story is written in ___ stages.

38. The captured convicts are taken back to the ____.

40. ____ is Pip's best friend.

44. Pip visits home because Mrs. Joe ____.

45. Biddy and Pip become really great ____.

46. Miss Havisham ____ Estella when she was a little girl.


